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1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout the paper, q is an odd prime power and M is a square-free
polynomial of degree m2. Let O(M)=Fq[x, y] be the coordinate ring of
the affine curve
AM : y2=M=:xm+;1 xm&1+ } } } +;m&1x+;m (1.1)
over Fq , and let hM=Card(Pic(O(M))) be the associated class number. If
m=2g+1 is odd we may embed AM into a complete curve XM by adjoining
a smooth point  at infinity. If m=2g+2 is even we may embed AM into
a complete curve XM by adjoining two smooth points 1 and 2 at
infinity. In either case, g is the genus of the hyperelliptic curve XM and the
function field k=Fq (XM)=Fq (x, y) is a quadratic extension of Fq (x). Let
k denote the separable closure of k.
We are mostly interested in m=2g+1and :=1. In that case, the unifor-
mizer x gy determines a sign function sgn: k  Fq on the completion k
of k at . Let ,: O(M)  End(Gak ) be a rank-one, sgn-normalized
Drinfeld O(M)-module (see [6]). Then
,x=x+aF+F2, (1.2)
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where F is the Frobenius endomorphism of Gak . Both a and the j-invariant
j(,) =def aq+1 of , generate the Hilbert Class Field HM of O(M). In [2], we
computed the degree of the polynomial
J(M) =def NormHM  Fq(x) ( j(,))
(which is independent of the choice of ,) in terms of certain invariants of
the class group Pic(O(M)) (cf. also [3]). The result of this computation
may be described as follows: An integral O(M)-ideal a is said to be minimal
if its degree is minimal among all the integral ideals in its class. Then (see
[2]) each ideal class contains a unique minimal ideal. Further, the set of
minimal ideals of O(M) is just the set of ideals a of norm Naqq. Let
Nd (M) be the number of minimal ideals of degree d. Then by Theorem 1
of [2],
deg J(M)=(q+1) :
g
d=0
Nd (M) } q g+1&d
=(q+1) q g+1 :
a minimal
1
Na
. (1.3)
The major aim of this paper is to compute the average value of Nd (M),
and hence the average value of deg J(M), as M varies over all monic,
square-free polynomials of degree 2g+1. This computation is carried out
in Section 6 below. It depends in an essential way on a deep theorem of
Hoffstein and Rosen [7] on the average value of L series over fundamental
discriminants M. In Section 3, we derive an equivalent form of their
theorem which is especially convenient for our purposes.
The following notational conventions are observed throughout the
paper. First, for n0, let b(n) be the number of monic, square-free polyno-
mials of degree n in Fq[x]. Then
1, if n=0;
b(n)={q, if n=1; (1.4)qn&qn&1, if n>1.
Next, for any N # Fq[x], put |N|=qdeg N. Then for all R(s)>1,
‘q(s) =
def ‘
P
(1&|P|&s)&1=1(1&q1&s) (1.5)
where P runs over the monic irreducibles in Fq[x]. Finally, let : [ {(:) #
[\1] be the quadratic character on F_q .
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2. THE HOFFSTEINROSEN THEOREM FOR
FUNDAMENTAL DISCRIMINANTS
Let ?: XM  P1(Fq) be the degree-2 cover that restricts to (x, y) [ x on
(1.1). The Galois group of this cover is generated by the involution that
maps y to &y. We may therefore decompose the zeta function ZM (T ) of
XM as a product
ZM (T )=Zq (T ) } L(T, /M), (2.1)
where L(T, /M) is the L-function of the character /M associated to ? and
Zq (T )=
1
(1&T )(1&qT )
(2.2)
is the zeta function of P1 (Fq). We may realize /M as a character on monic
polynomials A # Fq[x] as follows: /M (A)=(MA), where (MA) is the
quadratic residue symbol defined in [7]. Since M is square-free, M is the
conductor of /M and
L(T, /M)= :
2g
r=0
Sr (M) T r (2.3)
where
Sr (M) =
def :$
deg B=r \
M
B + . (2.4)
Throughout, we follow the convention that a prime on a summation sign
indicates a sum over monic polynomials. When T=q&s, we write
L(s, /M)=L(T, /M).
In Section 3 below we will develop an asymptotic formula for the
average value
1
b(m)
:$
deg M=m
Sr (M) (2.5)
as m  . This asymptotic formula is a corollary of the HoffsteinRosen
Theorem, which we now recall.
Definition 1. For A1 # Fq[x], A1 monic, set
(A1) =
def ‘
P | A1
\1+ 1|P|+
&1
, (2.6)
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where the product is over the monic irreducible divisors P of A1 . Further,
set
D (s) =
def :$
A1
(A1)
|A1|2s
, (2.7)
the formal Dirichlet series for  at 2s.
Lemma 1. The series (2.7) converges for R(s)>12 and we have
D (s)=‘q (2) ‘q (2s) ‘
P \1&
1
|P| 2
&
1
|P|2s+1
+
1
|P|2s+2+ . (2.8)
Proof. The series is absolutely convergent for R(2s)>1 as (A1)1.
Since the function  is multiplicative, its Dirichlet series D (s) has an Euler
product. After some computation, we derive the expression on the right in
(2.8) from that Euler product. K
Theorem 1 (HoffsteinRosen). Let =>0 be given, and let R(s)1. If
m=2g+1 is odd then
1
(q&1) } b(m)
:
deg M=m
L(s, /M)=D (s)+O(q&g(1&=)), (2.9)
where the summation is over all square-free M # Fq[x] of degree m. If
m=2g+2 is even, then
2
(q&1) } b(m)
:
deg M=m
L(s, /M)=D (s)+O(q&g(1&=)), (2.10)
where the summation is over all square-free M in (1.1) with {(:)=1 or over
all square-free M in (1.1) with {(:)=&1.
The implied constants in the error terms of (2.9) and (2.10) depend upon
the choice of = but are independent of g.
3. AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE CHARACTER SUMS Sr (M)
For given #, $ # F_q , the change of variables x [ #x and y [ $y induces
an isomorphism from XM onto XM$ , where M$(x)=$2M(x#). Since this
isomorphism maps the points of degree d1 on XM into the points of
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degree d on XM$ , the zeta functions ZM (T ) and ZM$ (T ) are identical. There-
fore (by (2.1)), the L-functions L(T, /M) and L(T, /M$) are also identical.
3.1. Average Value of L(s, /M) over Monic M for m odd. Assume
m=2g+1. Map each M in (1.1) to M$(x)=:2gM(:&1x), a monic square-
free polynomial. This sets up a (q&1)-to-one correspondence between all
the curves XM and those curves XM with M monic. It follows that
:
deg M=2g+1
L(s, /M)=(q&1) :$
deg M=2g+1
L(s, /M) (3.1)
and hence from (2.3) that
:
deg M=2g+1
Sr (M)=(q&1) :$
deg M=2g+1
Sr (M) (3.2)
for 0r2g. From the properties of the character /M (see [7]),
:
deg M=2g+1
Sr (M)= :
: # Fq
_
:$
deg M=2g+1
:$
deg A=r \
:M
A +
= :
: # Fq
_
:$
deg M=2g+1
:$
deg A=r
{(:)r \MA+ (3.3)
=\ :: # Fq_ {(:)
r+ } :$
deg M=2g+1
Sr (M).
Since : # Fq_ {(:)
r equals zero when r is odd and equals q&1 when r is
even, Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), and (2.9) together imply the following.
Proposition 1. For odd r with 0r2g, $deg M=2g+1 Sr (M)=0.
Further, for R(s)1,
1
b(2g+1)
:$
deg M=2g+1
L(s, /M)=D (s)+O(q&g(1&=)) (3.4)
3.2. Average Value of L(s, /M) over Monic M for m even. Assume
m=2g+2. Map each curve y2=M in (1.1) with leading coefficient : a
square in F_q to y
2=M$=$&2:M by the change of variables x [ x and
y [ $y with $ chosen so that :=$2. Then M$ is a monic square-free poly-
nomial. This sets up a (q&1)2-to-one correspondence between all the
curves XM with : a square and those curves XM$ with M$ monic. It follows that
:
: a square
deg M=2g+1
L(s, /M)=\q&12 + } :$deg M=2g+2 L(s, /M). (3.5)
This equation together with (2.10) implies the following.
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Proposition 2. For R(s)1,
1
b(2g+2)
:$
deg M=2g+2
L(s, /M)=D (s)+O(q&g(1&=)). (3.6)
3.3. Average Value of Sr (M) over Monic M. The following theorem is
a reformulation of Theorem 1 in terms of the character sums Sr (M).
Theorem 2. For deg M=m and 0r2g, the average value of Sr (M) is
S r (m) =
def 1
b(m)
:$
deg M=m
Sr (M)= :$
deg A1=r2
(A1)+O(qr& g(1&=)), (3.7)
it being understood that the sum over A1 equals zero when r is odd.
Proof. If we set
|r (m) =
def 1
b(m)
:$
deg M=m
Sr (M)& :$
deg A1=r2
(A1),
then for R(s)=1 either (3.4) or (3.6) may be rewritten as
:
2g
r=0
q&rs|r (m)=O \ :$
deg A1>g
|A1|&2++O(q&g(1&=))=O(q&g(1&=)).
Set s=1+2?ix logq e. We have then
q&r|r (m)=|
1
0
e2?ixr } O(q&g(1&=)) dx=O(q&g(1&=)),
as required. K
In the remainder of the paper, we assume that m=2g+1.
4. Nd (M) AS A LINEAR COMBINATION OF THE Sr (M)
Throughout this section, A denotes a monic polynomial in Fq[x] of
degree less than or equal to g. We write A=A21A0 with A1 monic and A0
square-free. By Section 2 of [2] every minimal ideal a has the form
a=Fq[x] } A+Fq[x] } ( y&B). (4.1)
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If we take deg B<deg A, then A and B are uniquely determined by a. We
call A the polynomial norm of a. Since O(M)a$Fq[x](A), we have
deg a=deg A and B2#M (mod A). Conversely, if B2#M (mod A), then
the Fq[x]-module a defined by (4.1) is an O(M)-ideal.
Definition 2. Let A # Fq[x] with A monic and deg Ag. Then
n(A, M) denotes the number of minimal ideals (4.1) of O(M) that have
polynomial norm A. For 0dg,
Nd (M) =
def :$
deg A=d
n(A, M) (4.2)
is the number of minimal ideals of O(M) that have degree d.
Proposition 3. If A # Fq[x] is monic with deg Ag, then
n(A, M)=\MA21+ } ‘P | A \1+\
M
P ++=\
M
A21 + } :$D | A
D square-free
\MD+ . (4.3)
Proof. By the remarks at the beginning of this section, n(A, M) is the
number of B satisfying deg B<deg A and B2#M (mod A). When A=P is
a prime that number is clearly
n(P, M)=1+\MP + .
A nonzero solution lifts uniquely to A=Pr for any exponent r>1.
However, since M is square-free, the zero solution does not lift to A=P2.
Therefore, n(A, M)=0 if any prime P divides both A1 and M. The proposition
follows from these observations and the Chinese Remainder Theorem. K
Proposition 4. For 0dg, we have
Nd (M)= :
d
r=0
b(d&r) } Sr (M). (4.4)
Proof. Every monic E # Fq[x] has a unique representation as
E=E 21E 0 , where E 1 is monic and E 0 is square-free. In the remainder of the
proof D and E 0 always denote square-free polynomials. If D is a square-
free divisor of A write A=DE=DE 21 E 0 . First we observe from (4.3) that
n(A, M)= :$
DE21E0=A
\ MDE 21 + (4.5)
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because P | A1 only if P | E 1 or P | D. By (4.2) and (4.5), therefore,
Nd (M)= :$
deg A=d
:$
DE21E0=A
\ MDE 21+= :$deg DE21E0=d \
M
DE 21 +
= :
d
r=0
:$
deg DE21=r
\ MDE 21+ } b(d&r)
= :
d
r=0
b(d&r) :$
deg B=r \
M
B += :
d
r=0
b(d&r) } Sr (M),
as required. K
This theorem was originally derived analytically (see [1]) using explicit
evaluations of partial zeta functions (cf. Section 4 of [2]).
5. THE AVERAGE VALUE OF Nd (M)
For 0rg, let
N d (2g+1) =
def 1
b(2g+1)
:$
deg M=2g+1
Nd (M) (5.1)
be the average value of Nd (M) over all fundamental discriminants M of
degree 2g+1. By (4.4) and Theorem 2,
N d (2g+1)= :
d
r=0
b(d&r) } S r (2g+1). (5.2)
Proposition 5. If 0dg is odd, then N d (2g+1)=q } N d&1 (2g+1).
Proof. From the definition (1.4), if d>0 is odd then b(d )=q } b(d&1).
By Proposition 1, S r (2g+1)=0 for odd r, and hence
N d (2g+1)= :
d
r=0
r even
b(d&r) } S r (2g+1)
= :
d&1
r=0
q } b(d&r&1) } S r (2g+1)
=q } N d&1 (2g+1),
as required. K
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One may compute explicit values for N d (2g+1) when d is small from
the identity $deg M=m (MA)=0 when deg A<m. Values of N d (2g+1) for
d3 are stated in the following proposition. We omit the proof.
Proposition 6. We have N 0 (2g+1)=1 and N 1 (2g+1)=q. Further,
N 2 (2g+1)=q(q&1)+q(1&2g) (A+B+C), (5.3)
where A=(q2g+1+1)(q+1), B= g(q&1)2, and C=&1 if g is even but
C=(q&1)2 if g is odd, and N 3 (2g+1)=q } N 2 (2g+1).
Theorem 3. Let wxx denote the greatest integer in the real number x.
For 0dg and any =>0 we have
N d (2g+1)=b(d ) :$
deg A1d2&1
(A1)
|A1|2
+qd :$
deg A1=wd2x
(A1)
|A1| 2
+O(qd& g(1&=)).
Proof. Since N d (2g+1)=q } N d&1 (2g+1) if d is odd, we may assume
that d>0 is even. From (5.2) and Proposition 1,
N d (2g+1)=b(d ) } :
d&2
r=0
r&r } S r (2g+1)+S d (2g+1)
=b(d ) } :
d&2
r=0
q&r \ :$
deg A1=r2
(A1)+O(qr& g(1&=))+
+S d (2g+1)
=b(d ) } :
d&2
r=0
:$
deg A1=r2
(A1)
|A1|2
+O(qd& g(1&=))+S d (2g+1),
by Theorem 2. Since S d (2g+1)=$deg A1=d2 (A1)+O(q
d& g(1&=)), the
theorem follows. K
6. THE AVERAGE VALUE OF deg J(M)
Theorem 3 may be used to compute average values of a number of
arithmetic invariants associated to the curves (1.1) with m=2g+1. In this
section we apply Theorem 3 to compute the average value
deg J (2g+1) =def
1
b(2g+1)
:
deg M=2g+1
deg J(M). (6.1)
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This average value may be estimated in terms of the values of D (s) and
its derivative
D$ (s)=&2 log q } :$
A1
deg A1 }
(A1)
|A1| 2s
(6.2)
at s=1.
Lemma 2. For integers a0,
:
g
d=a+1
q&db(d)={1+(1&q
&1)(g&1),
(1&q&1)(g&a),
if a=0;
if a1.
(6.3)
Proof. The proof is immediate from (1.4). K
Theorem 4. For any =>0, deg J (2g+1)=(q+1) q g+1[c } D (1)+
D$ (1)log q]+O(g2q g2) where c= g(1&q&1)+1+q&1.
Proof. By (1.3), it is enough to derive an asymptotic formula for
T(g)= :
g
d=0
q&dN d (2g+1). (6.4)
Applying Theorem 3 with =12, we compute
T(g)= :
g
d=0
q&db(d ) :$
deg A1d2&1
(A1)
|A1|2
+ :
g
d=0
:$
deg A1=wd2x
(A1)
|A1| 2
+O(gq&g(1&=))
= :$
deg A1g2&1
(A1)
|A1|2
:
2deg A1+2dg
q&db(d )
+2 :$
deg A1g2&1
(A1)
|A1| 2
+O(gq&g2).
By Lemma 2, the first sum over A1 above is
:$
deg A1g2&1
(A1)
|A1|2
(1&q&1)(g&2 deg A1&1)
=(1&q&1)(g&1) :$
deg A1g2&1
(A1)
|A1|2
&2 :$
deg A1g2&1
deg A1 }
(A1)
|A1|2
,
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and therefore
T(g)=(g(1&q&1)+1+q&1) :$
deg A1g2&1
(A1)
|A1|2
&2 :$
deg A1g2&1
deg A1 }
(A1)
|A1|2
+O(gq&g2)
=(g(1&q&1)+1+q&1) D (1)+D$ (1)log q+O(g2q&g2)
by (2.7) and (6.2). The asymptotic formula of the theorem follows from
(1.3). K
7. AVERAGE VALUES OF DERIVATIVES OF L(s, /M) AT s=1
We continue to assume M is monic of degree 2g+1. It is well known
that
L(1, /M)=q&gh=
h - q
- d
, (7.1)
where h=hM is the class number of O(M) and d=q2g+1 is the absolute
value of the discriminant M of k. Let ai , 1ih, be the minimal ideals of
k in some order. For each ai , let Ai be the corresponding polynomial norm.
Using the computations of partial zeta functions in Section 4 of [2], we
may derive the following formula for the derivative of L(s, /M) at s=1 (see
(7.3) below):
L$(1, /M)
log q
=
q
(q&1)2
:
h
i=1
1
|Ai |
+
- q
- d
:
h
i=1
deg \AiM+&
h - q
- d } (q&1)
. (7.2)
This equality is the function field analog of formulas of Chowla and
Selberg (cf. [8, bottom of page 109 and top of page 110]). The authors
thank H. Stark for bringing these formulas to our attention.
In general, Proposition 2 of [2] provides an algorithm for computing
explicit formulas evaluating the higher derivatives on L(s, /M) at s=1 in
terms of the degrees di=deg ai=deg Ai of the minimal ideals of k. By that
proposition and (2.1), we have
L(T, /M)=(1&T )(1&qT ) ZM (T )
= :
h
i=1 _
1&qT
1&qT 2
} T di+(1&T )
q g+1&diT 2g+1&di
1&qT 2 & . (7.3)
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For computing second-order and higher derivatives of L(T, /M) we advise
resorting to a compute algebra system.
On the other hand, Theorem 2 implies an asymptotic formula for the
average value of the t th derivative of L(s, /M) for R(s)1 in terms of the
tth derivative of D (s). In fact, for =>0 and all R(s)1, we have
1
b(2g+1)
:$
deg M=2g+1
L(t) (s, /M)=D (t) (s)+O(q
&g(1&=)), (7.4)
the implied constant depending on t but not on g.
Let a(M) be an arithmetic function on the curve XM which may be
written as a C-linear combination of the special values L(t) (1, /M) for t0.
By Eq. (7.4), the average value a (2g+1) of a(M) over all square-free M of
degree 2g+1 may be computed in terms of D (s) and its derivatives at
s=1 with a relatively small error terms. For example, we observe from
(1.3) together with (7.1) and (7.2) that
a(M) =defdeg J(M)+
(q+1)(q&1)2 q g+1
- qd
:
h
i=1
deg \AiM+
=
(q+1)(q&1)2 q g
log q
L$(1, /M)+(q2&1) g gL(1, /M);
and therefore that
a (2g+1)=(q2&1) g gD (1)+(q+1)(q&1)2 q g } D$ (1)log q+O(q g=).
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